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 The output of this message is as follows: NewVersion! Uninstall Old Version! [*] Initializing [*] Comparing New Version [*]
Uninstalling Old Version [*] Checking prerequisites [*] Adding module assembly 1. corw.dll 2. ndis.dll 3. rslogon.dll [*]

Installation of Old Version completed successfully! So this suggests it is looking for the files in the folder where the exe is
stored. A: You are correct. At some point, you have chosen to install the program in the directory that contains the exe. There is
a chance that you have installed it in the same directory as your own exe and have not noticed this. You can look at the output of

the CMD line you used to install your program and look for "is or is not installed" or "install complete." You should find
something like this: [-] is not installed [+] is installed If you do not find this, that does not mean it has not happened, it simply

means you have not looked for it. The command to uninstall is the same. You need to perform the uninstall under C:\, not under
the directory containing the exe. Q: How to generate multiple reports using Jaspersoft Studio I have a requirement where I need
to generate multiple reports(like excel, csv) from one excel sheet. When I export to excel the data is not getting exported in one
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excel sheet but in multiple sheets. I also tried changing the configuration but it didn't work. Please help me with the
configuration to export multiple reports using jaspersoft studio. You can create a report using a subreport. The report will

appear in a subreport dialog. Select the type of report you want. Select the Table you want to include in the subreport (in your
case the Excel) and click on the triangle button on the right hand side. Click on the Report tab and select the type of report you

want (excel, CSV,...) You will be able to specify the number of sheets you want to generate (create a new parameter called
nbSheets for example and set its value to the number of sheets you want to generate). Hope it helps 82157476af
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